
Becoming Free, Becoming Black: Race, Freedom, and Law in Cuba, Virginia, and
Louisiana. By alejandro de la fuente and ariela j. gross. Studies in Legal
History. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020. Maps. Figures. Tables.
Notes. Index. xiv, 281 pp. Cloth, $24.95.

It’s impossible to read Becoming Free, Becoming Black without thinking about Frank
Tannenbaum’s classic Slave and Citizen (1946), the book that inaugurated the field of
comparative slavery and race relations in the Americas. Like Tannenbaum, Ariela Gross
and Alejandro de la Fuente raise broad questions as they seek to understand the persis-
tence of race inequalities, mostly in the United States, by comparing the US slave past
with other slave societies in the Americas. Also like Tannenbaum, they offer compre-
hensive explanations.

But the similarities end there. By examining the development of the legal regimes of
slavery and race in Cuba, Virginia, and Louisiana, de la Fuente and Gross focus on
changes in each society over time, emphasizing a historical approach lacking in Tan-
nenbaum’s book and rejecting his strict opposition between Anglo-Saxon and Latin
American societies. In that sense, their choice of the jurisdictions analyzed was crucial:
the inclusion of Louisiana, with its hybrid legal regime, makes the comparison more
complex by challenging the traditional opposition between British and Spanish colonial
societies, represented here by Virginia and Cuba, respectively.

By approaching their subject from a cultural legal perspective, which focuses on
individual and local actions as much as on legal traditions, Gross and de la Fuente invert
the premises of most comparative legal studies of American slave societies. Gross and de
la Fuente argue that differences in each region’s racial legal regime were due not to the
nature of those slave societies or their slave laws but to the laws regarding freedom. Even
though free Afro-descendants were always the minority in those societies, “those who
became free were key to the construction of race in the Americas” (p. 4). The very
existence offree people of color complicates the ideals of white slaveholding elites, who
tried everywhere in the Americas to draw direct connections between blackness and
enslavement (and, later, social degradation) and between whiteness, freedom, and citi-
zenship. Afro-Cubans and Afro-Americans made an effort to distinguish blackness from
enslavement by using the law to claim freedom and citizenship rights and by establishing
communities of free Afro-descendants.

So, given the similarities between the experiences in Cuba, Virginia, and Louisiana,
what would explain the many differences between those racial regimes? The first ele-
ment, as discussed in chapter 1, is that in Cuba a strong legacy of Iberian law meant that
from the very beginning of colonization blacks were viewed as socially debased subjects
(as they would be later in Louisiana), in contrast to how blacks were defined by the legal
tradition in Virginia. But while Iberian legal traditions led to a system of racial distinc-
tions in Cuba, they also brought concrete practices of manumission and made possible
interracial marriages, the second element to be taken into consideration in comparing the
three racial regimes (in chapter 2). By the early eighteenth century, both manumission
and interracial marriage became restricted in Virginia and Louisiana, unlike in Cuba.
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The possibilities for achieving freedom and for legally marrying across racial lines
explain the considerably larger community of free people in Havana—and this is the
third element contributing to difference among the racial regimes—by the end of the
eighteenth century.

These three communities of free Afro-descendants played very different roles in
supporting enslaved people’s actions for freedom, but during the Age of Revolutions,
from US independence to the 1830s, the lives of people living in the three jurisdictions
became more similar. As discussed in chapter 3, enslaved individuals saw new opportu-
nities for emancipation, taking advantage ofrevolutionary ideologies and social unrest to
make legal claims for freedom. But if the Age of Revolutions created windows of pos-
sibility for enslaved individuals, it also created anxiety among slaveholders, augmented by
the Haitian Revolution and its echoes in the hemisphere. Throughout the nineteenth
century, as described in chapter 4, fear of revolts led slaveholding elites to try to restrict
manumission, increase control over slave populations, and diminish the rights (and, in
Louisiana and Virginia, even the presence) offree people of color. This was not possible
in Cuba, where the community offree people ofcolor was quite large; but in Virginia and
Louisiana, anxiety led to racial justifications for slavery and to harsher attempts to reg-
ulate and control the lives of free people of color (as discussed in chapter 5). Because of
this, Afro-Cubans were not as degraded and their institutions were not attacked in the
same way as were free people of color in Virginia and Louisiana in the 1860s.

Becoming Free, Becoming Black is a beautifully written manuscript based on both
archival research and extensive bibliographic discussion. As with any ambitious book,
certain questions remain unanswered. What was the impact of slavery’s abolition on
postemancipation race relations (another of Tannenbaum’s crucial questions)? If legal
regimes of race during the time of slavery became important templates for post-
emancipation societies, what were the actions of Afro-descendants in shaping those
societies? A second volume exploring those issues would be a fine addition to the
historiography.

keila grinberg, Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
doi 10.1215/00182168-8796649

Violence and the Caste War of Yucatán. By wolfgang gabbert. Cambridge Latin
American Studies. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019. Photographs.
Map. Figures. Tables. Appendixes. Notes. Bibliography. Index. xi, 346 pp. Cloth,
$120.00.

It is puzzling that so little scholarship on the nineteenth-century conflict conventionally
called the Caste War of Yucatan (1847–1901) addresses the war through the analytic of
political violence. Too often, popular and scholarly discourses reduce the conflict to a
primeval race war whereby Maya rebels supposedly aimed to “exterminate the white
race” in Yucatan (p. 252). Wolfgang Gabbert’s reframing complicates these stereotypical
and propaganda-based portrayals of the war that continue to permeate the literature. For
this reason alone, Violence and the Caste War of Yucatán is a most welcome addition.
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